Inc. YES begins event row
Inc. YES organised on the 20th of April, 2010 in Bielefeld in
cooperation with the initiative for employment OWL and the
federal agency for job a parents' evening for êzîdîs parents
about the binary professional training system in Germany.
This was first from three subject evenings within the scope of an
event row take place. Under the management of Registered society
YES these events are aimed especially to the ezîdîs from
Bielefeld.
To reach the best possible integration the êzîdîs youngster at
the occupational market and therefore also better perspectives
for the life, such evenings of information are according to
appraisal of Inc.(Registered society) YES indispensably and sees
this as an important part of its job.
The joy at it was so great accordingly when numerous
participants, in spite of the unfavorable appointment, on the
event had appeared. By the numerous number of participants one
had received the confirmation that êzîdîs inhabitants of
Bielefeld showed great interest to the future creation of their
children especially at the occupational market.
Inc. (Registered society) YES would like to sensitise êzîdîs
Community even more for this subject. And this rightly. Since
after representation of Mr. Lippa, initiative for employment OWL,
one found out how important the education is. According to his
information it would not keep to it any more long that youngsters
can work without Professional training even as an assistant.
According to a statistics the auxiliary jobs till 2025 will be
approx. 25 percent less because unqualified jobs will be
transferred abroad and there the jobs will be done for much less
wage. Hence, Mr. Lippa called rightly to the parents and to
finish particularly to the youngster, a professional training.
Above all Mr. Lippa exerts himself for the Professional training
of youngsters with migration background to offer to them the same
qualification like the youngster without migration background.
Also these are, finally, a component of the future of Germany.
Afterwards Mr. Salar and Mr. Drew, professional training adviser
of the agency for job Bielefeld introduced, the binary
professional training. After a detailed presentation, one went
over in a discussion group.
The cooperation partners thank all participants and hope for
their participation also in the next events.
These take place:

“Educational system in Germany”
on Wednesday, to 6/9/2010
in VHS Bielefeld
with the initiative for employment OWL and
REGE mbH (one undertake the city Bielefeld)
from 18:00 o'clock to approx. 19:30 o'clock

and

“No Professional training, what now?”
on Monday, to 10/4/2010
in the seminar space of public utilities Bielefeld
(house of the technics) Jahnplatz 5, 33602 Bielefeld
with the initiative for employment OWL and
the agency for job Bielefeld
from 18:00 o'clock to approx. 19:30 o'clock
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